
A BLINDFOLDED WORLD

Good afternoon dear teachers and fellow colleagues!

Hearing, taste, smell, touch and sight! Everybody needs them, right?

They assume such importance to us that it is almost impossible to choose one

of our senses, to highlight one of them. However, living one day without taste

is certainly different from living one day with no sight. Think with me about

this statement and keep it  in your minds: sight can make you look at the

world – you can look at my arm, at my fingers or even at the trees outside! –

But only sight allied with a “think outside the box” mentality can provide us

vision, can make us see and not look. Quoting Helen Keller, “The only thing

worse than being blind is having sight and no vision.”, but nowadays, it seems

like most of the people can look at what surrounds them, but cannot see them

neither can think or understand them. The world or the majority of people is

blindfolded; And multiculturalism - or the lack of it - is nothing but one of the

discussion topics where the shortage of vision is  becoming more and more

visible - And that’s what I’ll explain to you with my speech: the blindness of

our societies towards multiculturalism interactions.  

Let me come to my first argument: we must know how to accept the

differences  that  come  from  different  peoples.   This  acceptance  is  only

possible with our opened minds and comprehension, with vision, something

that a lot of people, despite seeing those differences, do not have. I believe

that we all struggle a little bit when we interact with people from the same

culture as us that we don’t know. So, for us to interact with people that don’t

have the same culture we do can be really difficult. 

Now you ask me: why are you proposing for us to remove our world’s

blindfold if the same blindfold can make us forget the differences between

people like colour, religion and language and make our interactions easier?  

Well,  this  leads  us  to  my  second  argument;  we  cannot  deny  that

interacting with people from other cultures would be easier when we pretend

not to see their differences. Nevertheless, this is not true multiculturalism. 



According  to  the  Oxford  English  Dictionary,  multiculturalism  is  the

support for the presence of several distinct cultural or ethnic groups within a

society, and to support them we need to realize that the differences between

us and these groups truly exist, we need to understand those differences, we

must not forget them, after all multiculturalism is made of them!  

We are the future scientists! We are the future lawyers! We are the

future parents and the future grandparents: we are the ones that can change

the world and the way it has been seen through these last years. So let us

take off the BLINDFOLD of our world! Let’s take off the blindfold, so everyone

can see how mesmerizing our diversity is! 

Thank you! 
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